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introduction to correct or not to correct
it is well known that advocates and practitioners of the communicative language

teaching CLT approach tend to refrain from correcting learners errors or using explicit

grammar rules to explain and to help learners overcome erroneous structures or usages

richards & rogers 1986 indeed error correction isis seen as counterproductivecounter productive on the

grounds that it may impact negatively on the learners motivation to use the target

language

recent research inin second language acquisition however has shown that form

focused instruction and explicit feedback on students errors can assist or even

accelerate the learning process ege g carroll & swain 1993 doughty & varela 1998

granger & tribbletribbie 1998 long & robinson 1998 zhou 1992 the general approach

adopted is called consciousness raising CR using form focused negative feedbacklfeedback2feedbackfeedbacks2

to help learners notice and overcome persistent common errors by progressively

approximating target language norms rutherford 1998 rutherford & sharwood

smith 1998

in this paper we would like to demonstrate how CR as an approach can be adopted

to give collective error correction in class using three errors commonly found among

hong kong chinese ESL learners the treatment of these three errors has been the focus

of an empirical study the complete details of which are being reported elsewhere chan

& li11 to appear the findings in the study show that the proposed model of remedial

instruction is conducive to helping learners notice and overcome the erroneous

structures the correction procedure consists of algonalgonthmicallythmically structured cognitively

manageable steps inin the form of questions requiring often straightforward answers As

we will demonstrate below the proposed model of remedial instruction is characterized

by four design features a pedagogically sound input to help learners notice the errorennor

and the correct model b proceduralized steps supported by instructive examples c

explicit rules built into the steps to help learners conceptualize the error correction

procedure involved and d reinforcement exercises to consolidate the learners grasp of
the form and function of the correct model
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collective form focused negative feedback
correcting three common errors

three common errors among hong kong chinese ESL learners were selected for

experimentation they are pseudo tough movement yip 1995 li & chan 1999 eg
1I1 am difficult to leamlearn english the misusemisuse of the verb concern and the related

confusion with the adjective concerned in the expression be concerned about eg
your father concerns your future and the misuse of the connective on the contrary to

express a contrast between two different persons or things eg hong kong isis now

part of china on the contrary taiwan isis not below we will go through the oral

correction discussion of each of these three errors to make explicit the rationale behind

individual steps the correction procedure will be structured inin different phases in each

phase we will indicate what the teacher should or may do followed by detailed

instructions for learners as used in our own study the errors or language examples

however are for illustration only As the context of language teaching and learning

varies from place to place readers who are considering replicating the instructional

method should make the necessary adaptations to better suit the level and needs of their

students

correcting pseudo tough movement errors

phase one help learners notice the error

are the following sentences correct give a if you think so and a X if you

dont think so

1 1I am difficult to leamlearn english

2 graduates are not easy to find a job

3 boys are easier to get their parents permission to
go camping

4 you are impossible to stay here overnight

5 they are inconvenient to go out now

6 hong kong students are common to go to school late

phase two go through the error correction procedure using QAQ A

can you identify and circle the adjectives inin these sentences

they are

lets look at sentence number 1 I1
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I1 am difficult to learn english

can you work out what isis difficult

a isis difficult

now can you work out for whom XXX is difficult

b for

okay can you put a and b together and say what is difficult and for whom

c for is difficult

c isis correct can you identify the subject

for me to leamlearn Enienglishenialishalish isis difficult

but english sentences with long subjects are not preferred they are usually

avoided how can this be improved

to improve c move the subject to the nrightightaht after the adjective resulting in d

for me to leamlearn english is difficult

d is difficult for me to leamlearn english

then put the word it inin the subject position resulting in e

e it is difficult for me to leamlearn english

phase three consolidate learners understanding by repeating the correction
procedure

lets try to correct another sentence say number 5

they are inconvenient to go out now

can you work out what is inconvenient

f is inconvenient

now can you work out for whom XXX is inconvenient

g fortor

okay can you put f and g together and say what is inconvenient and for whom

h for is inconvenient

h is correct can you identify the subject

for them to go20 out now isis inconvenient

but english sentences with long subjects are not preferred they are usually

avoided how can this be improved

to improve h move the subject to the right after the adjective resulting in i
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i isis inconvenient for them to go out now

then put the word it inin the subject position resulting inin jj

0j it is inconvenient for them to go out now

phase four summarize the correction procedure

now can you work out the correction of one more sentence say number 4

you are impossible to stay here overnight

step 1 what is ADJ

step 2 for whom

step 3 put steps I11 and 2 together what should the VERB be Isis or are

step 4 move the subject to the right after the VERB and ADJ

step 5 put it at the beginning of the sentence

phase five give supplementary information about the error where
appropriate

notice that the usage problem 1I am difficult to frequently occurs with the

following adjectives

easy difficult common necessary convenient inconvenient

possible probable impossible improbably etc

phase six consolidate learners understanding through reinforcement
exercises

phase seven explain the circumstances under which sentences with a similar
structure are grammatical

after the learners have become reasonably familiar with the target structure the

teacher can deal with one residual problem the structural pattern where NP isis adl to

VY is grammatical

now look at the following sentences

7 mary isis difficult to convinceconvince

8 john is easy to please

9 this question isis impossible to answer

are they correct
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why are they correct although they look similar to the incorrect sentences 1 to

6 above they are actually different in structure

sentences with verbs such as convince please and answer etc require an

object to complete them ieie convince somebody please somebody and answer

something

what isis the object of convince in 7

what isis the subject of sentence 7

what isis the object of please inin 8

what is the subject of sentence 8

what is the object of answerammama in 9

what is the subject of sentence 9

what is the relationship between the objects of these verbs and the subjects of
the sentences

A useful rule of thumb isis

if missing object of verb subject

then V subject is are ADJECTIVE to VERB

eg mary is difficult to convince

this question isis impossible to answer

now can you determine whether the following sentences are correct or not

10 mathematics is easy to leamlearn el

11 john isis easy to leamlearn mathematics el

12 john isis easy to teach 11

13 this lesson isis hard to understand el

14 1I am difficult to understand this lesson el

learners who have grasped the rule should have no problem pointing out that

unlike the rest 11 and 14 are ungrammatical and they should also be in a position

to explain why
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correcting the misuse of the verb concern

like pseudo tough movement the misusemisuse of the verb concern among chinese
ESL learners isis partly the result of LLII1 interference this isis clearly evidenced by the fact

that the word for word translation of the deviant sentence your father concerns your
future would result in a perfectly acceptable sentence in chinese pronounced inin

cantonese

at

nei5neib baal baal daamldaame saml nei5ne15neib diki cin4cina tou4toua

your father concern your future

if a similar structure is required inin the learners LLII1 it makes sense to alert them to this

structural discrepancy by juxtaposing the correct LLII1 structure and the corresponding but

incorrect 12 structure to help learners notice that the latter isis deviant

phase one use learners LIll11 knowledge to elicit the erroneous structure

how do you express the following inin english

i mAW
13 m m fthbtl j t A MAj m

ngo5ngoa maal maal daamldaame saml ngo5ngoa diki haau2 si5sia sing4singa ziki

my mother conernconembonem my examination results

my mother isis concerned about my examination results

phase two draw learners attention to two common expressions for
signaling the target meaning

two most common expressions we can use are

CONCERN and BE CONCERNED ABOUT

would you say any of the following

2 my mother concerns my examination results

3 my mother concerns about my examination results

4 my mother isis concerned with my examination results
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are they correct

so how should we say 1 inin english

phase three introduce the rule

look at the sentence again and answer the following two questions

a somebody

I1

is worried about something who is worried

b what causes the worry

if X the person or persons feeling worried

Y cause of the worry

then Xxinin sentence 1 isis

Yyinin sentence 1 isis

phase four summarize the two options and illustrate them with the example
mentioned

to express the meaning of sentence 1 in english we have two options

option one Y CONCERN X

option two X BE CONCERNED ABOUT Y

so we can say

option one

my examination results CONCERN my mother

option two

my mother IS CONCERNED ABOUT my examination results
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phase five show a few other contrastive examples

other examples are

5 his fathers health concerns him

aa5a5a he is concerned about his fathers health

6 the fact that I1 lost my job concerned my mother

aa6a my mother was concerned about the fact that I1 lost my job

7 what other people think of you concerns me

aa7a I1 am concerned about what other people think of you

phase six reiterate the erroneous pattern and present the two rules of thumb

what you should know is that the following pattern is ungrammatical

8 X my mother concerns my examination results

9 X my mother concerns about my examination results

summary As a rule

1I something CONCERNS someone

11II someone IS CONCERNCONCERNED ED ABOUT something

phase seven reinforcement exercises

correcting the misuse of on the contrary
many advanced learners of english continue to have problems distinguishing

between the correct usage of on the contrary and other functionally similar

connectives such as inin contrast and by contrast very often on the contrary isis

wrongly used to express a binary contrast resulting in erroneous sentences such as

hong kong isis part of china on the contrary taiwan isis not it is therefore useful
to highlight the contrast between the correct usage of on the contrary and that of in

contrast and by contrast

phase one help learners notice the error

Is sentence 1 correct why or why not

1 the computer system of that company isis very advanced on the contrary
ours isis very backward
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phase two correct the wrong sentence by usingexplainingUsing Explaining the proper
connective

sentence 1 is wrong to correct it the following connectives may be used

options IN CONTRAST

BY CONTRAST

BUT

etc

so we can say

2 Y the computer system of that company is very advanced in contrast
ours isis very backward

3 YV the computer system of that company is very advanced by contrast
ours is very backward

4 the computer system of that company is very advanced but ours is

very backward

phase three introduce the correct usage of on the contrary

then when should we use the connective on the contrary

correct usage

we use on the contrary when we have just said or implied that

something is not true and are going to say that the opposite is true
collins cobuild dictionary

for example

5 the assignment is not difficult on the contrary it is very easy

6 1I dont think the marking scheme isis lenient on the contrary it is very

strict

phase four help learners recognize the correct function of on the contrary

to understand the correct function and usage of on the contrary learners should

realize that the two clauses must be about the same subject and that inin both clauses
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opposing qualities or viewsviews are asserted this goal may be achieved by going through

one or two sample sentences as follows

lets try to analyze sentence 5 and see how the mechanism works there is a

clause before on the contrary clause A and another clause after on the

contrary clause 13 write down the two clauses inin the space provided

clause A clause B

what is being talked about in both clauses A and B

Is the argument in clause A negative or positive

what about the argument inin clause B is it negative or positive

what is the relationship between the arguments in clauses A and B

actually the negative argument in A is similar to the positive argument in B

A B

negative positive

assignment not difficult assignment very easy

now lets analyze sentence 6 in the same way

6 1I dont think the marking scheme is lenient on the contrary it isis very strict

in this sentence

clause A is clause B isis

what is being talked about in both clauses A and B

Is the argument inin clause A negative or positive

what about the argument inin clause B isis it negative or positive

what is the relationship between the arguments inin clauses A and B fill in the

square brackets

A B

negative positive

phase five go back to wrong sentence 1 and ask learners to analyze it

now lets look at sentence 1 again and see why the connective is wrong

1 the computer system of that company isis very advanced on the contrary

ours is very backward
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in this sentence

clause A is clause B isis

do clauses A and B talk about the same thingpersonthing person

what is being talked about inin clause A

what is being talked about inin clause B

does the relationship that should exist inin the use of
11 on the contrary hold

can we use on the contrary here

which connective isis more appropriate

phase six highlight the correct usage and reiterate the common error

what you should know isis that

on the contrary isis NOT used to compare thingspeoplethings1peoplelthings people

situations and say that they are dififerentfromdifferent from each other

now can you explain why the following sentences are ungrammatical

7 X john is always late on the contrary mary is always punctual

8 X there are 40 students in this class on the contrary there are 35 students

inin that class

9 X I1 have two brothers on the contrary jane has four

phase seven reinforcement exercises

conclusion key factors contributing to effective
remedial instruction

we hope to have demonstrated that for a model of negative feedback or remedial

instruction to be effective the error in question must be shown to be teachable and

learnableamablele pienemannbienemannPienemann 1984 1985 yip 1995 consider for example the remedial

effort needed to correct a wrong complex sentence containing although and but such

as although he was hardworkinghard working but he failed the exam and the remedial effort

needed to make students understand why it is ungrammatical to say tiger is dangerous

animal while it takes no more than a few minutes to make the class realize the co

occurrence restriction of although and but inin the same complex sentence in the

latter case it isis not obvious how the teacher can help learners understand the anomalies

and generate norinorlnormativenative sentences involving the correct use of articles to express generic
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reference eg A tiger is a dangerous animal the tiger is a dangerous animal or tigers
are dangerous animals all errors are therefore not equally correctible and clearly some

errors are easiereaslereasiereasler to correct than others the effectiveness of negative feedback depends on

whether it is possible to break down the correction process into a sequence of cognitively

manageable steps in that the effort involved inin between steps requires pedagogically

minimal effort on the part of the learner here two closely related research constructs

teachability and learnabilityamabilitylearnle ability are relevant pienpienemannplenemannbienemannPiePlenemannnemann 1984 1985 yip 1995 to what

extent the correction procedure of a given error type isis teachable or learnableamablele isis a research

question that should be explored empirically through a process of trial and error and

progressively in successivesuccessive stages of fine tuning this way we believe the content of the

remedial instruction material thus developed is more likely to be robust and effective

in terms of the design features of an effective model of negative feedback or

remedial instruction we think that it isis best to have the proceduralized steps clearly

formulated in a handout for students reference supported by instructive examples of
typical errors and supplemented by reinforcement exercisesexercises in other words the handout
for learners should contain three functional parts a the erroneous structure and the

normativenonnative correct structure b step by step detailed instructions leading to correction

using explicit rules where apappropriatepropriate and c reinforcement exercisesexercises to consolidate and

deepen the lelearnersamers understanding of the error correction process the rationale behind
this pedagogical design isis that after going through the correction procedure learners can
use the handout as a selfseif learningleaming aid that can be called upon to reactivate their memory

of the steps as when the learners want to use that structure in their own free writing

notes

1 negative feedback refers to feedback which draws learners attention to erroneous
structures of the target language carroll and swain 1993
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